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Abstract: A new universal front-end PFC rectifier topology of a battery charger for Electric Vehicles
(EVs) is proposed, which allows fast charging at rated and/or full power level in case of 3-phase
(Europe) as well as 1-phase (USA) mains supply. In this regard, a conventional 3-phase PFC rectifier
would facilitate only one-third of the rated power in case of 1-phase operation. The new topology
is based on a two-level six-switch (2LB6) 3-phase boost-type PFC rectifier, which is extended with
a diode bridge-leg and additional windings of the Common-Mode (CM) chokes of the EMI filter.
Besides this extension of the power circuit, the general design of the new converter is explained, and
the generated Differential Mode (DM) and Common Mode (CM) EMI disturbances are investigated
for 3-phase and 1-phase operation, resulting in guidelines for the EMI filter design. The EMI
performance (CISPR 11 class-B QP) is experimentally verified for 1-phase and 3-phase operation
at an output power of 4.5 kW, using a full-scale hardware prototype that implements the proposed
extensions for a 2LB6 3-phase boost-type PFC rectifier and that is designed for output power levels of
22 kW and 19 kW in case of 3-phase and 1-phase operation, respectively. Compared to a conventional
2LB6 PFC rectifier, the volume of the extended system increases from 2.7 dm3 to 3.4 dm3, of which
0.5 dm3 is due to the additional dc-link capacitance for buffering the power pulsation with twice the
mains frequency occurring for 1-phase operation.

Keywords: EMI filter; electric vehicles; battery charger; ac/dc PFC rectifier; universal converter

1. Introduction

The internationally increasing sales figures of Electric Vehicles (EVs) results in a
demand for universal front-end PFC rectifier topologies of EV chargers that facilitate full
power operation in presence of 3-phase and 1-phase mains. For example, in Europe, a
charging power of 22 kW is accessible from the 3-phase mains with a line-to-line rms
voltage of 400 V and a maximum phase current of 32 A [1]. In the USA, the three-wire
split-phase system, which basically represents a 1-phase mains, provides similarly high
power of 19.2 kW with an rms voltage of 240 V and a maximum current of 80 A [2].

In the context of economy of scale, it can be preferable that both, i.e., 3-phase and
1-phase operation, are covered using the same power circuit, especially a universal ac/dc
front-end. Different reasons for potential cost reductions are listed below.

• Reduced development effort since only a single product needs to be designed and
tested.

• Product certification, e.g., as described in [3], which often is a time-consuming process
for automotive supply equipment, needs to be conducted for only one product instead
of two.

• Reduction of the number of different components, in particular magnetic components.
• Only a single production line is needed to manufacture the EV charger.

For these reasons, it is expected that, up to a certain production volume, the total cost
of the presented converter structure is lower than the total cost of two separate EV chargers
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(in case of very high production volumes, a lower total cost may be achieved with separate
EV chargers for 3-phase and 1-phase operation, as a separate realization facilitates the
independent optimization with regard to the specific requirements).

A straightforward realization can be achieved with three individual 1-phase PFC ac/dc
converter modules, as described, e.g., in [4–7], which requires three individual isolated
dc/dc converters. Alternatively, according to Figure 1a, the front-end of an EV charger
(which comprises an ac/dc converter and a dc/dc converter with galvanic isolation [8])
can be realized with a conventional 3-phase boost-type PFC rectifier that readily enables
1-phase operation, cf. Figure 1b, whereas the unused bridge-leg, e.g., of phase b in Figure
1b, can be employed to buffer the Low-Frequency (LF) power pulsation at the dc-link, as
detailed in [9]. However, the maximum power in case of 1-phase operation is limited to
approximately one-third of the nominal 3-phase power, as the power components of the
rectifier stage in each phase are only rated for the current occurring for nominal 3-phase
operation [10,11].
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Figure 1. Block diagrams of conventional boost-type 3-phase ac/dc converters for different operating
conditions: (a) operation from 3-phase mains and (b) operation from 1-phase mains [9–11].

These state-of-the-art approaches are the starting point for investigating whether a
conventional 3-phase PFC rectifier can be extended such that 1-phase operation is feasible
at full power. This potentially offers advantages concerning circuit complexity, realization
effort, and manufacturing costs. The resulting PFC rectifier has been introduced in [12].
In the following, a systematic design procedure is presented, based on a detailed stress
comparison, between the two types of operation. Furthermore, the guidelines for the
EMI filter design in [12] are further developed, including FEM simulations for each of the
proposed realizations of the 4-phase CM choke, as well as, experimental measurements.
Finally, a full-scale hardware prototype allows for experimental verification, revealing the
viability of the proposed concept.

To start with, Section 2 describes the extension of a 3-phase two-level six-switch (2LB6)
PFC rectifier topology with respect to full power 1-phase operation. The proposed extension
can also be applied to multilevel 3-phase ac/dc converters whose power stages do not
require a connection to the dc-link midpoint (e.g., a flying capacitor converter). Section 3
details the design of the power circuit, i.e., the derivation of the analytical expressions
used to calculate the component stresses and presents a design guideline, which clarifies
specific design requirements. Section 4 investigates conducted EMI in case of 3-phase
and 1-phase operation. The EMI equivalent circuits derived in this context enable the
identification of most critical operating conditions (3-phase or 1-phase) for Differential
Mode (DM) and Common Mode (CM) disturbances and facilitate the compilation of
guidelines for the EMI filter design. Section 5 presents the experimental verification of
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the theoretical considerations at an output power of 4.5 kW, using a full-scale hardware
prototype that implements the proposed extensions for a 2LB6 3-phase boost-type PFC
rectifier. The measurement results confirm that the EMI filter complies with CISPR 11
Class-B QP regulations in case of 3-phase and 1-phase operation.

2. Modifications for 1-Phase Operation

This Section summarizes the three extensions that are applied to the 2LB6 3-phase PFC
rectifier depicted in Figure 1, in order to gain 1-phase operating capability at full power.
Starting from the power stage, these are listed below.

• Dc-side unfolder (passive diode bridge-leg) for the return current.
• Dc-side relay to enable dc-side CM filtering with a CM filter capacitor for 1-phase and

3-phase operation.
• Modified EMI filter: 4-phase CM chokes; no CM chokes in the filter stages directly

connected to the switching stage.

Figure 2 depicts the resulting converter topology. A detailed explanation is presented
in [12].
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Figure 2. Proposed two-level six-switch (2LB6) 3-phase boost-type PFC ac/dc converter with three-stage EMI filter.
Compared to a conventional 2LB6 rectifier topology, the additional components, highlighted with red color, allow full/rated
power delivery also for 1-phase operation; otherwise, the 1-phase rating would be limited to 1/3 of the rated 3-phase power
(cf. Figure 1b). The relay contact is closed in 3-phase operation and open in 1-phase operation, cf. Section 2. © 2019 IEEE.
Adapted, with permission, from in [12].

Table 1 lists the main converter specifications, which reveal similar output power levels
and similar phase voltages in case of 3-phase and 1-phase operation. Accordingly, similar
component stresses are expected for the two modes of operation. The three half-bridges of
the PFC rectifier can be operated in parallel during 1-phase operation in order to equally
share the mains current, advantageously with interleaving, which, however, requires all
three phases—a, b, and c—of the rectifier for drawing the input current. Therefore, the
3-phase PFC rectifier needs to be equipped with a conductor for the return current. This
conductor could be directly connected to the dc-link midpoint, O, in Figure 1. However,
this solution would lead to very high dc-link capacitances, as both the upper and the
lower dc-link capacitors would only be charged during every second mains half cycle
in an alternating manner. For this reason, the rectifier is extended by a passive diode
bridge-leg that is realized with low-cost Si diodes and acts as unfolder. Compared to the
direct connection to the dc-link midpoint, the LF RMS current of the dc-link reduces from
44 A to 18 A. The return conductor is connected to the ac input of this unfolder bridge-leg
as shown in Figure 2. The resulting topology resembles a typical interleaved totem pole
PFC rectifier [13].
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Table 1. Specifications of the EV charger. 2019 IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from in [12].

Parameter Description 3-Phase 1-Phase

Pnom Nominal power 22 kW 19.2 kW
Vac,rms Grid input voltage (rms) 3× 230 V 240 V
Iac,rms Grid input current (rms) 32 A 80 A
Iph,rms Phase current (rms) 32 A 26.67 A
fm Grid frequency 50 Hz 60 Hz
Vdc Output voltage 750 V 750 V

fs Switching frequency 48 kHz

In the 2LB6 3-phase PFC rectifier shown in Figure 1, the star-point formed with the
DM EMI filter capacitors is connected back to the midpoint, O. This connection enables a
low-impedance current path for CM EMI disturbances and stabilizes the electric potential
of the midpoint with respect to earth at high frequencies [14,15]. In addition, one or more
CM EMI filter capacitors can be installed at the dc side, e.g., between O and PE, in order
to further decrease the level of CM EMI noise applied to the EMI filter [16]. However,
during 1-phase operation, the rectifier diodes of the unfolder change their states at every
zero-crossing of the phase current. The voltage between O and PE, vO,PE, can be determined
based on the voltage loops I and II depicted in Figure 3. Depending on the conducting
diode, i.e., D1 or D2, loop I or II is valid, respectively. Therefore, should the voltage drop
across the EMI filter be neglected at mains frequency,

vO,PE ≈
{ −vac(t)/2−Vdc/2 ∀ iac < 0 (loop I),
−vac(t)/2 + Vdc/2 ∀ iac > 0 (loop II).

(1)
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Figure 3. Illustration of the voltage loops (I and II) used to estimate vO,PE under 1-phase operation.
Both loops encompass PE, O’, O, and the currently conducting rectifier diode. The voltage drop
caused by the EMI filter is neglected.

Results. According to (1), vO,PE is subject to a voltage step of Vdc at every zero-crossing
of the phase current, cf. Figure 2, which leads to an increase of the EMI noise floor, e.g., as
described in [17,18]. For this reason, no filter capacitor should be connected between O and
PE in 1-phase operation. However, as the voltage between the midpoint of the unfolder, O’,
and earth, is not subject to such voltage step, vO’,PE ≈ −vac/2, a filter capacitor, Ccm0, can
be placed between O’ and PE to attenuate CM EMI noise. Accordingly, a relay is installed
between O and O’, which is in the on-state during 3-phase operation and in the off-state
during 1-phase operation in order to keep Ccm0 effective for 3-phase and 1-phase operation.

In a last step, the EMI filter needs to be modified, which, in particular, requires the
3-phase CM chokes to be extended. These CM chokes are intended to handle a small
magnetizing current, because the sum of the phase currents, ia + ib + ic, is approximately
zero during 3-phase operation. However, during 1-phase operation the sum of the phase
currents is equal to the return current and the cores of the 3-phase CM chokes would
saturate. Accordingly, all CM chokes must feature a 4th winding for the return current.
Figure 4a depicts a straightforward realization of this CM choke with a single 4th winding.
This construction is cost-effective because it requires only four dedicated windings but it
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introduces an asymmetry that can be critical regarding mixed-mode EMI noise [19,20]. An
assessment of the implications of this asymmetry on the components’ stray inductances
is presented in Appendix A for a selected design example, for which an acceptable ratio
of 1.41 for maximum to minimum stray inductance is obtained. Apart from that, the
construction of Figure 4a enables a PCB layout that is of low complexity and features a
high fill factor, as it requires a minimum number of separators between the windings. A
more symmetric construction is depicted in Figure 4b where the 4th winding is split up
into three parts that are connected in series. This construction is more complex to realize
than that of Figure 4a and limited to numbers of turns that are a multiple of three. Both
constructions have in common that the cross section of the wire of the 4th winding is
three times larger than that of each wire of the three phases. With this, same LF winding
losses occur during 1-phase operation in all four windings. Initially, it was intended to
realize both CM chokes based on the more symmetric construction depicted in Figure 4b;
however, it turned out that the construction with a single 4th winding features a lower
number of connections and enables a PCB layout with less overlapping conductors. Thus,
lower parasitic capacitances due to interconnections result. In order to verify the proper
operation of both configurations, Lcm3 is based on Figure 4b and Lcm4 on Figure 4a.
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Figure 4. Two different constructions of a 4-phase CM choke with toroidal core and 6 turns per phase:
(a) the winding of the 4th phase is not split apart and (b) the winding of the 4th phase is split into
three parts that are connected in series. © 2019 IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from in [12].

Finally, the filter stages directly connected to the switching stage, e.g., the 1st filter
stage, do not comprise a CM choke, cf. Figure 2. The reason is that a 4-phase CM choke,
during 3-phase operation (where the relay is in the on-state), would short circuit the zero
sequence voltage inherently generated by the 2LB6 topology. Instead of that, the CM
choke is placed close to the mains-side interface of the EMI filter where it is fully effective,
i.e., Lcm4 in Figure 2. Furthermore, in anticipation of the detailed analytical investigation
conducted in Section 4, a second CM choke is placed in the 3rd filter stage (Lcm3), together
with a CM EMI filter capacitor between the two CM chokes.

The DM part of the EMI filter can remain unchanged because the DM EMI filter
components are similarly effective for both 3-phase and 1-phase operation. The DM
filter components Ldm2/3 and Ldm1/3 in the return path are only used for the reason of
symmetry and could be omitted.

The presented extension can be applied to any conventional multilevel 3-phase ac/dc
converter that can be implemented without connection to the dc-link midpoint (e.g., a flying
capacitor converter). A possible extension of ac/dc converters with inherent utilization of
the midpoint (e.g., T-type converter) is presented in Appendix C.

3. Design of Main Power Stage

This section aims for a systematic design of the converter that takes into consideration
whether 3-phase or 1-phase operation is more critical for the design of a power component.
In this regard, suitable values of switching frequency and inductor current ripple are
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determined in Section 3.1, and the selection or design of the power components is presented
in Section 3.2. The expressions used to calculate the currents in the power components and
the losses for 3-phase and 1-phase operation are well known; for the reason of completeness,
the expressions used in the course of the converter design are compiled in Appendix B.

3.1. Switching Frequency and Current Ripple

In order to obtain a compact EMI filter, it is sufficient to limit the switching fre-
quencies that are considered during the design process to a set of discrete values, fs ∈
{24, 36, 48, 72, 144} kHz [21]. From these, fs = 48 kHz has been considered, as this choice
provides acceptable switching losses and a compact design of the boost inductor [22,23].

The value of the current ripple has been determined such that, in case of 1-phase
operation, the diode bridge-leg is not subject to parasitic HF switching operations around
the zero crossing of the phase current, due to the superimposed HF ripple. As the three
phases are modulated with interleaved carriers during 1-phase operation, the HF ripple of
the current in the rectifier diodes only contains harmonic components at 3 fs and multiples
thereof (cf. Section 4). Furthermore, the superimposed HF ripple leads to a total current
in the return path that is limited by an upper and a lower envelope. In our case, the
lower envelope is of interest, because it enables the derivation of a condition for L1 such
that parasitic HF oscillations of the diode bridge-leg ac-side voltage are avoided. The
expression for the lower envelope of the return current can be estimated with the mains
current fundamental component and the amplitude of the spectral component at 3 fs,
calculated from the Fourier series of the rectangular waveform of the switch-node voltage,

iD,env(t) =
√

2P
Vac,rms

sin(2π fmt)︸ ︷︷ ︸
LF term

−
∣∣∣∣∣ Vdc

9 fs
L1
3 π2

sin(3πd(t))

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
ampl. of spectral comp. at 3 fs.

. (2)

According to (2), parasitic HF switching of the diode bridge-leg is avoided if the
gradient of the LF term is greater than the gradient of the amplitude of the 3rd harmonic at
t → 0. For output power levels greater than 2.5 kW, this condition leads to L1 = 150µH,
which translates into a peak-to-peak current ripple of 60%. In case the specifications require
operation at lower power, low-power MOSFETs or IGBTs can be placed in parallel to the
diodes, to clamp the path of the current around zero-crossings.

3.2. Power Components

Using the provided expressions of Appendix B all currents can be calculated for 3-
phase and 1-phase operation; Table 2 lists the obtained results. The comparison of the listed
values reveals slightly higher values of Iph,rms and Iph,avg in case of 3-phase operation,
which is due to the higher output power of 22 kW. However, 1-phase operation leads
to a higher peak value of the phase current and a higher HF rms value of the inductor
current, as the durations with large current ripples are longer than for 3-phase operation.
Furthermore, the dc-link capacitors are subject to high LF rms currents during 1-phase
operation. These results, in combination with (A6), (A10), and (A33), allow to directly draw
the conclusion that 3-phase operation is more relevant for the selection of the MOSFETs
and 1-phase operation is important for the design of the dc-link capacitor. The selected
power components are listed in Table 3. A single 1EDI60N12AF gate driver (by Infineon) is
employed for each pair of parallel MOSFET devices with separate gate resistors. Moreover,
for the relay on the dc-side (cf. Section 2), two parallel IM06DGR relays from TE have been
employed. Such configuration is possible, as the relays are only used as disconnectors
and are not intended to switch any current. (In case interoperability is not considered,
i.e., possibility of operation in Europe and in the USA, the relay can be omitted (1-phase
operation) or replaced by a hardwired connection (3-phase operation)).
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Table 2. Components’ current stresses for 3-phase and 1-phase operation.

Parameter Description 3-Phase 1-Phase

Iph,rms rms value of iph(t) 32 A 27 A
Iph,avg average value of |iph(t)| 29 A 24 A
Iph,pk peak value of |iph(t)| 50 A 57 A

ILph,rms,HF

rms value of the
HF components of
iLph(t)

5.1 A 6.0 A

ICdc,rms

rms value of the LF
current in the dc-
link cap.

≈ 0 18 A

Table 3. Selected power components.

Parameter Value

Power MOSFETs (per
switch)

two parallel C2M0040120D
devices (Wolfspeed/Cree)

Power diodes (per
diode)

three parallel VS-80APF10 de-
vices (Vishay)

Boost inductors summarized in Table 4

Dc-link capacitors
14 ESMR451VSN471MR40S
devices (2 × 7 par-
allel) (450 V, 470µF,
ESRC ≈ 160 mΩ at 60 ◦C,
IC,rms,max = 2.66 A rated at
120 Hz; United Chemi-Con)

Table 4. Design parameters of the boost inductor L1.

Parameter Value

Magnetic core KoolMu (µr = 60) 5× E 40/20
Number of turns (N) 15
Initial inductance (L(IL = 0)) 170µH
Inductance at peak current (L(IL = 57 A)) 80µH
Core volume (Vc) 90000 mm3

Core cross section (Ac) 915 mm2

Area of the core window (Aw) 258.3 mm2

Height of the core window (hw) 29.8 mm
Average turn length (lavg) 214.3 mm
Copper fill factor (kf) 55 %
Conductor diameter (dw) 3.0 mm
Steinmetz par. (kSE, α, β) 5.21, 1.36, 2.78

With regard to the design of the boost inductor, both operating modes need to be
considered, as 3-phase operation leads to higher copper losses (higher value of Iph,rms) and
1-phase operation causes higher core losses and is more critical with regard to a saturation
of the magnetic core (higher values of Iph,pk and ILph,rms,HF). In order to ensure that the
defined values for peak flux density and current density are maintained, the area product
of (A12) is modified,

(Ac Aw)min = max

(
L1 Iph,pk

Bpk

)
max

( Iph,rms

kf Jrms

)
. (3)
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In order to evaluate (3), the values for Bpk and Jrms need to be defined. With regard
to the current density, a typical value of Jrms = 4 A/mm2 is used. However, the value of
the peak flux density depends on the selected core material. In this work, the core of the
boost inductor is made of the iron powder material KoolMu, as this features a compact
design, due to a high useful flux density, and a smooth transition to saturation in case of
overcurrent conditions. However, the practically useful peak flux density is lower than
the material’s saturation flux density of 1 T, as the permeability of the material and, with
this, the resulting inductance decrease for increasing magnetic flux density. Therefore,
Bpk ≈ 500 mT is used, which, for the finally chosen material with an initial relative
permeability of µr = 60, tolerates a decrease to µr = 26. With this, (Ac Aw)min = 23 cm4

results. This area product serves as initial value for selecting a suitable core. The final
inductor design is conducted with the multi-domain inductor optimization algorithm
outlined in [24] that takes nonlinear effects and coupled electro-thermal effects into account
and results in an area product of 25.2 cm4. Table 4 lists the resulting inductor design. This
inductor design features an initial inductance of 170µH at zero current and tolerates a
decrease of the inductance to 100µH at 45 A (the maximum of the LF phase current in case
of 3-phase operation) and 80µH at 57 A.

Table 5 summarizes the estimated losses for all main power components and for
3-phase and 1-phase operation. The sum of all semiconductor losses is 214 W for 3-phase
operation and 239 W for 1-phase operation, due to the additional losses in the diodes.
Therefore, the cooling system is dimensioned based on 1-phase operation. For the cooling
system, a pin-fin heat sink design is considered, which is known to outperform conventional
plate-fin heat sinks [25]. The selection of the heat sink has been a two-step process. First, an
online tool that considers lateral airflow [26] has been used to pre-select a suitable heat sink.
In a second step, the thermal resistance of the cooling system (comprised of the selected
heat sink and the fans used for the final system) has been measured in the course of an
experiment, in order to ensure that the achieved thermal resistance is sufficiently small.
The calculated losses for the boost inductor reveal a slightly higher value of 92 W in case of
1-phase operation compared to 80 W for 3-phase operation, which is due to substantially
higher HF copper and core losses. With the additional losses in the dc-link capacitor of 15 W,
the estimated total losses for 1-phase operation are 339 W and, with this, approximately
15% higher than the estimated total losses for 3-phase operation (294 W). (Consideration of
the conduction losses of the EMI filter further extends the losses difference between the
two operating modes, due to the additional current in the return path.) This increase of
the losses can be lowered by reducing the dc-link voltage, e.g., to 1

2 × 750 V, which is in
principle feasible, because the maximum swing of the input voltage applied to the active
bridge-legs of the rectifier reduces from 2×

√
2× 230 V = 650 V for 3-phase operation

to
√

2× 240 V = 340 V for 1-phase operation. However, for this, the system needs to be
further extended, which includes two output-side dc-dc converters with galvanic isolation.
The respective modifications and possible loss reductions are explained in Appendix B.3.

Table 5. Estimated losses of the main power components for 3-phase and 1-phase operation.

Parameter Description 3-Phase 1-Phase

PM,c MOSFET cond. losses 94.7 W 66.3 W
PM,sw MOSFET switch. losses 119.6 W 101.3 W
PD,c Diode cond. losses - 71.7 W
PL1,Cu,LF Boost induct. LF copper losses 8.0 W 5.6 W
PL1,Cu,HF Boost induct. HF copper losses 2.1 W 2.9 W
PL1,core Boost induct. core losses 16.5 W 22.1 W
PCdc dc-link cap. losses - 15 W

Figure 5a,b depicts simulated waveforms for 3-phase and 1-phase operation, respec-
tively. The circuit simulations have been used to verify the component stresses calculated
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in this Section. It can be seen that the dc-link voltage shows a peak-to-peak voltage ripple
of 42 V in 1-phase operation, due to the power pulsation with twice the mains frequency.
(In the final EV charger application, the realized ac/dc converter will be connected to a
dc/dc converter stage with galvanic isolation, which continuously adapts to the changing
dc-link voltage and provides a constant output voltage [27]).
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Figure 5. Simulation results for the proposed 22 kW EV charger and/or ac/dc converter specified in Table 1, with the EMI
filter of Figure 2 and the filter component values of Table 7. Main waveforms and conducted EMI: (a,c) for 3-phase and
(b,d) for 1-phase operation. © 2019 IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from in [12].

4. Generated EMI Noise and Filtering

This section provides individual analyses of the EMI noise components that occur
in case of 3-phase and 1-phase operation. According to the work in [28], the peak EMI
noise levels measured with a test receiver that complies with the CISPR 16 regulation, e.g.,
featuring a receiver bandwidth (RBW) of 9 kHz, can be approximated with

maxnoise( f ) = 20 log10

 1
1µV

ξ = f+ RBW
2

∑
ξ = f− RBW

2

Vsim(ξ)

 , (4)

where Vsim(ξ) denotes the spectrum of the simulated voltage at the HF output of the Line
Impedance Stabilization Network (LISN), which is terminated with a resistance of 50Ω.
The time interval of the simulation is equal to a single mains period. In the following, (4) is
used to determine the DM and the CM components of the EMI noise.
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4.1. Conducted EMI for 3-Phase Operation

In case of 3-phase operation, the relay contact in Figure 2 is closed. With this, the HF
EMI model shown in Figure 6a results. The EMI noise source is modeled with one CM
source and three DM sources:

vcm =
vAO + vBO + vCO

3
, vdm,i = viO − vcm ∀ i ∈ {A,B,C} . (5)

Furthermore, Figure 6a considers the three parasitic capacitances Cpar,sw between the
switch-nodes and PE, because these capacitances are found to have a substantial impact on
the effective CM attenuation of the EMI filter. (Due to the grounded heat sink, the value of
Cpar,sw can be approximated by the total surface of the metallic backplates of the low-side
MOSFETs and the thickness and the permittivity of the interface material [29,30], which for
two parallel MOSFETs (TO-247 packages) per switch leads to 3Cpar,sw = 225 pF).
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Figure 6. (a) HF equivalent circuit of the 2LB6 converter shown in Figure 2, for 3-phase operation; (b) CM equivalent circuit;
(c,d) effective CM equivalent circuit, derived in the style of [31,32]. © 2019 IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from in [12].

For the design of the DM part of the filter, each stage of the DM filter, k, is considered
to achieve an attenuation of

Attk,dB = 20 log10 (ω
2CkLk) , (6)

for frequencies much greater than the corner frequency. The dashed red line in Figure 6a
highlights a path of HF DM EMI noise.

The CM part of the EMI filter is commonly assessed with the equivalent circuit for
EMI CM noise depicted in Figure 6b. The respective derivation of the CM EMI model is
conducted in the style of the works in [31,32]. In a first step, the first filter stage is considered,
which is not symmetric, i.e., the inductor L1/3 is only present in the upper vertical path;
the lower vertical path of the first filter stage does not contain a filter component. For this
reason, the CM noise current will prefer the lower path of the first filter stage and L1/3
can be replaced by an open circuit. Furthermore, the capacitance 3C1 features a very low
impedance for the CM noise current and is approximated by a short circuit. Moreover, the
CM noise source can be replaced by its Thévenin equivalent source, cf. Figure 6c, with
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Ceq = 3Cpar,sw + Cpar,dc + Ccm0, (7)

vcm,par = −vcm
3Cpar,sw

Ceq
. (8)

According to (7) and (8), the effective CM noise voltage, vcm,par, can be decreased by
increasing the value of Ccm0. However, the impedance between the voltage source vcm,par
and the CM equivalent circuit of the EMI filter decreases for increasing value of Ccm0, too.
A respective analysis reveals that, due to the high CM impedance of Lcm3 in the considered
frequency range, f ∈ [150 kHz, 30 MHz], even the parasitic capacitances 3Cpar,sw + Cpar,dc
feature a sufficiently low impedance such that Ceq|Ccm0→0 can be approximated by a short
circuit for f >≈ 400 kHz. Based on this consideration, Figure 6c can be further simplified
to the structure depicted in Figure 6d, which, together with (8), reveals the increase of
the CM attenuation for an increasing capacitance of Ccm0 and highlights the impact of
the remaining EMI filter components, Lcm3, Ccm3, and Lcm4, on the CM attenuation of the
EMI filter.

4.2. Conducted EMI of 1-Phase Operation

The DM equivalent circuit is depicted in Figure 7a. Due to the interleaved modulation
of the three active bridges of the PFC rectifier, ideally, only the multiples of the switching
frequency that are equal to (3k + 3) fs, k ∈ N0, are relevant as they are common to all three
phases and appear in the LISN; the remaining HF harmonics do not lead to significant
voltages at the LISN.

The equivalent circuit for filtering the relevant spectral components at (3k + 3) fs,
depicted in Figure 7b, is similar to Figure 6b, except that the neutral conductor is also
connected to the LISN. As the parallel current path through Ccm0 and Ccm3 is ineffective
(because the magnetizing inductances of Lcm3 and Lcm4 become effective in case of such
a current), the effective DM EMI filter is composed of the DM filter components and the
stray inductances of Lcm3 and Lcm4. The circuit of Figure 7b serves for the evaluation of
DM EMI noise in 1-phase operation.

With regard to the CM EMI noise in 1-phase operation, two main sources are identified.
First, the LF switching of the mains rectifier diodes causes CM EMI noise, which is greatly
reduced by proper placement of Ccm0. The second source of CM noise is the effective
switched voltage, vdm,(3k+3), k ∈ N0, that generates displacement currents through the
parasitic capacitances, Cpar,sw. The derivation of the equivalent filter circuit is identical
to that of 3-phase operation presented in Section 4.1, cf. Figure 7c–e, only that the load
resistance is different, i.e., RLISN/2 instead of RLISN/3.

4.3. Basic Design Guideline for the EMI Filter

The design of the EMI filter is a three-step procedure. In a first step, DM and CM
attenuations required for 3-phase and 1-phase operation are determined in order to identify
the most critical mode of operation. Thereafter, the number of filter stages for the calculated
attenuation is defined. With this information, the components of the EMI filter can be
designed in a last step.

For the investigated EMI filter, the number of filter stages for attenuating DM and CM
EMI noise has been set to ndm = 3 and ncm = 2, respectively. These are typical values that
are commonly used for PFC rectifiers with similar specifications [33].
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Figure 7. (a) HF equivalent circuit of the 2LB6 converter shown in Figure 2, for 1-phase operation; the conduction paths of the HF
current harmonics at (3k + 1) fs and (3k + 2) fs, k ∈ N0, are highlighted; (b) DM 1-phase equivalent circuit considering the HF current
harmonics at (3k + 3) fs, k ∈ N0; (c–e) CM equivalent circuit considering Cpar,sw > 0. © 2019 IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from
in [12].

According to the discussion presented in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the four networks
depicted in Figures 6a,d and 7b,e need to be considered in order to assess whether 3-
phase or 1-phase operation is more critical with respect to the required DM and/or CM
attenuation. The noise voltages are calculated for each equivalent circuit, based on (4).
The spectra of the noise voltages feature envelopes that decrease with a slope of at least
−20 dB/dec, and each L-C-filter stage of the EMI filter ideally provides an attenuation
that increases with 40 dB/dec in the relevant frequency range. In addition, the specified
spectrum of allowable conducted EMI emissions decreases with−20 dB/dec for 150 kHz <
f < 500 kHz. For these reasons, the first significant spectral component that enters this
frequency range is found to be most critical with regard to the required attenuation of
the EMI filter (3-phase and 1-phase operation, as well as DM and CM noise, must be
considered separately, as different EMI models apply). Table 6 lists the obtained relevant
spectral components. As interleaved PWM carriers are used in case of 1-phase operation,
the corresponding relevant harmonic components result at 288 kHz instead of 192 kHz.
Due to this, and because the levels of the two DM voltage components are nearly equal
for 3-phase and 1-phase operation (162 dBµV vs. 162.3 dBµV), it is found that 3-phase
operation, i.e., the network of Figure 6a, is decisive for the design of the DM filter, leading
to a minimum required attenuation of the DM EMI noise of

Attdm,min,dB(192 kHz) = (162 dBµV− 64 dBµV) + 18 dB = 116 dB, (9)

The additional safety margin of +18 dB accounts for an approximately 50% inductance
drop of the inductors L1 and Ldm3 at peak current, due to the employed magnetic powder
cores, i.e.,−12 dB of attenuation, plus approximately 6 dB for further component tolerances.
With this, a rather conservative safety margin is considered.
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Table 6. EMI generated noise and filter attenuation.

Source Operation
CISPR Max Filter Class B
Freq. Noise ∗ Att. ∗∗ Limit
(kHz) (dBµV) (dB) (dBµV)

vdm,{A,B,C} 3-phase 192 162 116
63.9vcm,par 3-phase 192 118 71

vdm,(3k+3) 1-phase 288 162.3 150 60.3vcm,par 1-phase 288 126 73
∗ Obtained from numerical calculations and (4). ∗∗ Calculated for the component values listed in Table 7.

A different result is obtained for the CM components, as the CM noise voltage for
3-phase operation is substantially less than for 1-phase operation (118 dBµV vs. 126 dBµV).
Thus, 1-phase operation, i.e., the network of Figure 7e, is found to be relevant for the design
of the CM filter. Accordingly, the minimum attenuation of the CM EMI noise is

Attcm,min,dB(288 kHz) = (126 dBµV− 60 dBµV) + 7 dB = 73 dB, (10)

which considers component tolerances.
Furthermore, certain practical aspects are considered in the course of the filter design.

In this context, the attenuations of the different filter stages are partitioned such that smaller
filter components with improved HF performances, i.e., with self-resonance frequencies
that are deep in the MHz range, are located towards the mains. With regard to the DM
filter, the attenuations at 192 kHz are set to 67 dB, 25 dB, and 18 dB for the 1st, 2nd, and
3rd filter stage, respectively. With this, a better HF performance of the EMI filter can be
achieved, because a decreased attenuation of a filter stage reduces the required values of
inductance and capacitance, which results in smaller components that feature improved
HF properties. The final values of the EMI filter components have been optimized to
minimize the total volume. (The final attenuation of stage three is 25 dB, due to the stray
inductance of the subsequent CM choke, Lcm3.) With the capacitances that result from
the volume optimization of the DM filter, the total reactive power consumption does not
exceed 770 VA (3.5% of 22 kW) at 50 Hz, and this is below the typical limit of 5% to 10% of
the rated power [34,35]. With regard to the CM filter, the attenuation of the first filter stage,
composed of Lcm3 and Ccm3, is set to 38 dB at 288 kHz, and the attenuation of the second
filter stage, i.e., Lcm4 and RLISN/2, to 35 dB. With Lcm4, the EMI filter features increased
CM impedance at the interface to the mains such that the filter effectively attenuates CM
noise also in presence of the relatively low effective resistance of the LISN of 16.7 Ω or 25 Ω,
cf. [16,33]. With regard to the CM filter capacitances, two considerations have been taken
into account, i.e., the maximum total capacitance to PE, Ccm0 + Ccm1, is limited by reason
of the maximum allowable touch current and the ratio of Ccm3/Ccm0 has been optimized
to achieve maximum CM attenuation for a given value of Lcm3. The filter components
have been selected such that the EMI regulations are fulfilled and stable operation is
achieved without the need of damping networks, to avoid increased costs due to the
additional components.

The resulting filter component values are listed in Table 7. As a result of this design
approach, the switching frequency is located between the resonance frequencies of stages
two and three of the DM filter, cf. Figure 8a. For this reason, Ldm2 employs a ferrite N97 core,
in order to maintain a constant inductance with respect to the inductor current, to avoid
that the resonance frequency of the second stage approaches the switching frequency. The
DM filter inductors Ldm3 and, in the return path, Ldm3/3 are realized with cores made of
iron-powder (KoolMu), to achieve low inductor volumes. The DM filter capacitors are film
capacitors that feature low losses at 50 Hz. Nevertheless, their parasitic equivalent series
inductance (ESL) can be critical in terms of EMI performance and needs to be considered.
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Figure 8. Comparison of (a) DM and (b) CM filter transfer functions: (i) calculated for ideal compo-
nents (dashed lines), (ii) calculated based on individually measured impedance characteristics for
each filter component (solid black lines), and (iii) measured directly on the PCB using the Bode100
network analyzer from OmicronLab (solid red lines).

Table 7. EV charger: Values of the EMI Filter Components. 2019 IEEE. Adapted, with permission,
from in [12].

Parameter Description Value

L1
∗ Inductance of 1st filter stage 150µH

C1 Capacitance of 1st filter stage 10µF
Ldm2 DM filter ind., 2nd filter stage 3.5µH
Cdm2 DM filter cap., 2nd filter stage 3.3µF
Ldm3

∗∗ DM filter ind., 3rd filter stage 5.5µH
Cdm3 DM filter cap., 3rd filter stage 2.2µF
Lcm3

∗∗∗ CM filter ind., 3rd filter stage 1.6 mH (1.2 mH)
Ccm3 CM filter cap., 3rd filter stage 20 nF
Lcm4

∗∗∗ CM filter ind., 4th filter stage 1.0 mH (0.75 mH)
Ccm0 CM filter cap., dc-side 15 nF
Cdc Capacitor of split dc-link 3.3 mF

* Corresponds to the initially defined theoretical value and to the value considered for the calculated/simulated
attenuations; ** This results from the series connection of Ldm3 = 2.5µH with the stray inductance of Lcm3, which
is equal to 3µH (cf. Table A1); *** The provided value corresponds to 192 kHz and the value in the parenthesis to
288 kHz.

The CM filter chokes employ cores made of nanocrystalline material that features very
high permeability. However, the permeability decreases with increasing frequency. For
this reason, the permeability at the relevant frequency of 288 kHz has been used to design
the CM choke. Furthermore, each CM choke can be subject to local saturation of the core,
due to the DM currents, which causes a reduction of the CM inductance for increasing
power [36]. However, a respective analysis reveals that the total peak flux density in the
core, due to CM and DM currents, is only 250 mT, i.e., well below the saturation flux density
of the material of 1 T. Accordingly, the designed CM chokes are found to be rather thermally
limited by the LF copper losses (only these are relevant, as Lcm3 and Lcm4 are subject to
relatively low HF excitations) than by the flux density.
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The design of the PCB is conducted according to commonly known design guide-
lines [16,37,38]. The position and the orientation of each filter component has been carefully
selected to minimize magnetic and/or capacitive couplings. In addition, no copper planes
are present below the magnetic components and the input and output terminals of the CM
chokes do not overlap.

Table 6 shows the achieved attenuations for all sources. As expected, the rms value
of the noise voltage generated by vdm,(3k+3) (line 3 in Table 6) is highly attenuated such
that the corresponding filtered noise amplitude is well below the regulated limits, which is
addressed to the interleaved operation and the additional DM inductors in the return path
that are present to provide symmetry (the total boxed volume of these DM inductors is
42 cm3 or 1.2 % of the overall converter volume).

Figure 5c,d depicts the simulated spectra of the conducted EMI, which verify the
validity of the presented analytic considerations (“max. noise” in Figure 5c,d denotes the
maximum estimation according to (4)). In addition, the absence of frequency multiples
equal to {3k + 1, 3k + 2}, k ∈ N0, in 1-phase operation is depicted.

4.4. Experimental Evaluation of the EMI Filter

The transfer function of the ideal DM part of the filter (line-to-neutral), i.e., frequency-
independent capacitors and inductors without parasitic components, for 3-phase operation
is shown with the dashed line in Figure 8a for f ∈ [1 kHz, 30 MHz]. In the same figure,
the solid black line depicts the transfer function of the filter as calculated with the indi-
vidually measured impedance characteristics of each component, using the Agilent 4294A
impedance analyzer [39]. With this, the impacts of the components’ self-parasitics are
identified [40], which already have an effect at frequencies as low as 500 kHz. Finally, the
solid red curve denotes the transfer function of the assembled EMI filter, measured with
the Bode100 network analyzer (Omicron Lab [41]), which reveals a decreased attenuation
due to the close placement of the different components (leading to couplings [42]) and
additional parasitics introduced by the PCB. The 4-phase CM choke would saturate during
the measurement of the filter’s DM transfer function, as the measurement is only conducted
for a single phase, e.g., phase a in Figure 8a. In order to avoid this, the windings of phases
B and C of Lcm3 and Lcm4 are shorted together, which, however, increases their effective
stray inductances (e.g., by a factor of 1.5 for a symmetrical CM choke, cf. Appendix A).
The equivalent measured circuit is depicted in Figure 9a. The input of the measurement
device is configured to high-impedance (high-Z), which is a worst-case consideration, as,
at the frequency of interest (192 kHz), the last effective component of the measured filter is
a capacitor.

According to Figure 8a, the measured attenuation does not exceed 100 dB in the
frequency range from 140 kHz to 3.7 MHz, which is partly addressed to the limitation of the
dynamic range of the network analyzer. However, 100 dB marks a very high attenuation;
as a consequence, parasitic couplings (capacitive and magnetic) have a strong impact,
e.g., as elaborated in [37]. For this reason, the maximum achieved attenuations of EMI
filters are typically between 80 dB and 100 dB [43]. Furthermore, implications of parasitic
couplings on the attenuation particularly apply to the investigated compact converter,
as the components of the EMI filter had to be placed close to each other. Above 4 MHz,
the measurement is expected to become decreasingly useful, since the implications of the
parasitics of the measurement setup become increasingly pronounced. Therefore, an EMI
measurement is conducted to verify the performance of the realized filter. Alternatively,
EMI behavioral models could be employed [44,45].

According to the derivation of the CM equivalent circuits presented in Section 4, two
main conduction paths are present for the EMI CM noise, either through the first filter stage
of the EMI filter, L1/3–3C1, or through the capacitive voltage divider (8) that is formed
by the parasitic capacitances to the heat sink, 3Cpar,sw. Due to the large values of L1 and
C1, cf. Table 7, the CM EMI noise is found to prefer the path via the parasitic capacitances
to the heat sink. For this reason, the transfer function of the CM part of the EMI filter is
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measured for the four phases being shorted together (on input and output sides) and with
an additional input side capacitive voltage divider realized with ceramic capacitors (230 pF
to emulate Cpar,sw and 15 nF for Ccm0; Cpar,dc is neglected due to Ccm0 � Cpar,dc). As the
last component at the output side of the filter, Lcm4, is inductive, the output is terminated
with an effective load resistance of 25Ω, which denotes the effective resistance of the LISN
in case of 1-phase operation,

RLISN,eff =


1
3

RLISN for 3-phase operation,
1
2

RLISN for 1-phase operation,
(11)

cf. Figures 6d and 7e. The impedances of Cdm2, Ldm2, and Ldm3 are comparably small;
therefore, the equivalent circuit depicted in Figure 9b results. Due to the frequency depen-
dency of the nanocrystalline cores, which are used for the 4-phase CM chokes, the ideal
transfer functions consider the values of Lcm3 and Lcm4 at two frequencies, i.e., 10 kHz
and 192 kHz. At 10 kHz the permeability and, thus, the inductances are five times higher
than at 192 kHz. Due to the small capacitance values of Cpar,sw and Ccm0, decreasing CM
attenuation results for f < 10 kHz.
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Figure 9. Equivalent filter circuits for the measurements of the (a) DM and (b) CM transfer functions
shown in Figure 8a,b.

Similar to Figure 8a, the ideal transfer functions (dashed lines) are initially compared to
the one calculated based on the components’ measured impedances (solid black line). This
comparison reveals a difference at 192 kHz, which results from the increased impedance
of the real CM chokes, due to increased core losses at this frequency (e.g., the impedance
phase angle of Lcm3 is 35◦ at 192 kHz). In addition, the resonances at 10 kHz and 23 kHz
are well damped due to the core losses of the realized CM chokes. The figure further
depicts the measured transfer function of the realized filter (solid red line), which reveals
an unmodeled resonance at f = 320 kHz that decreases the CM attenuation of the EMI
filter by 20 dB at 1 MHz. A further investigation of this resonance reveals that this effect is
related to a parasitic capacitive coupling between the components of the 2nd filter stage
(Ldm2, Cdm2) and Lcm4, in combination with the high CM attenuation of more than 120 dB
achieved at this frequency (this parasitic coupling capacitance is in the range of 1 pF).
Accordingly, it is found that the CM attenuation can be further improved by placing an
electrically conductive shielding plate between Cdm2 and Lcm4, which is connected to PE.

5. Experimental Results

Figure 10 depicts the realized hardware, which is designed for a dc-link voltage of
750 V and for output power levels of 22 kW and 19 kW in case of 3-phase and 1-phase oper-
ation, respectively. The boxed volume of the hardware is 3.4 dm3. The EMI measurements
are conducted with the ESPI Test Receiver [46] and ENV216 single-phase Line Impedance
Stabilization Networks (LISN) [47] (one per phase), both manufactured by Rohde & Schwarz.
The measurements employ the peak detector, which, compared to the QP detector, is much
faster and provides a worst-case result of the noise spectrum. The experimental setup is
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realized according to the guideline presented in [28]. For the measurements, a grounded
metal plate has been placed below the hardware, to emulate a hardware enclosure. How-
ever, the plate has a minor impact and is only effective in case of 1-phase operation, where
the measured noise decreases by ≈3 dB for frequencies greater than 20 MHz.

The maximum rms value of the phase current of the employed LISN is 16 A, which
limits the power in 1-phase operation to approximately 4 kW. Therefore, in the following,
the main findings of this work are verified by measuring the EMI generated by the realized
hardware at a power output of 4.5 kW for both 3-phase and 1-phase operation (during
the 1-phase measurements, the employed LISNs were thermally monitored, to ensure
safe operation). As all parts of the power stage (e.g., SiC MOSFETs, heat sink, inductors,
capacitors, and PCB tracks) are designed for the full power levels specified in Table
1 (despite the limited power level of the EMI test), the hardware comprises parasitic
components and exhibits the EMI filter attenuation characteristics of a final high power
system.
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Figure 10. Realized EV charger mains interface, designed for a rated power of 22 kW, that allows for
rated/full power delivery in both 3-phase and 1-phase operation. The boxed volume of the system is
3.4 dm3. The realized hardware has been tested with an output power of 4.5 kW.

With regard to the HF equivalent circuits depicted in Figures 6 and 7, the generated
EMI noise voltages mainly depend on the voltages at the switch-nodes and, therefore, on
the dc-link voltage and the modulation index [48]. This has been analyzed in the course
of further circuit simulations that have been conducted for two different dc-link voltages
(375 V and 750 V), same modulation indices of M = 0.867, and same output dc currents
of 29.3 A. The resulting DM and CM components are shown in Figure 11 (gray curve:
Vdc = 750 V; black curve: Vdc = 375 V). Both, DM and CM characteristics increase by
≈ 6 dB if the dc-link voltage increases by a factor of two. Accordingly, it is important to
test the EMI performance of the rectifier at the rated dc-link voltage of 750 V.

In theory, the EMI noise voltages are independent of the output power. However, in a
practical system, different implications may disturb this property:

• The influence of the switched currents on the switching speeds of the employed SiC
MOSFETs, in particular during turn-off [49]. With increasing currents, the switching
speeds increase and, with this, the EMI noise in the higher frequency ranges also
increases. With regard to the setup at hand, a worst-case scenario with constant
rise and fall times of 20 ns for all drain-source voltages during switching has been
considered. With this, the envelope of the simulated EMI noise spectrum decays with
−20 dB/decade for fs < f < 16 MHz.

• The inductors, which are realized with powder cores, feature inductances that decrease
with increasing currents. Accordingly, the efficacy of the filter decreases for higher
inductor currents [50].

• The HF current components in the commutation loops depend on the load current
and the associated magnetic fields can lead to induced voltages in the EMI filter
components that increase the EMI noise.
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• Increased power leads to increased temperatures of the EMI filter components. How-
ever, this effect is disregarded, as the resulting tolerances are below 5%.

(a)
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Figure 11. (a) Simulated DM and (b) CM EMI noise components obtained for different operating
conditions. The black curve represents rated operation, the red curve refers to the condition during
the conducted EMI measurements, and the gray curve represents operation with half of the rated
dc-link voltage (which, for same converter currents, implies half of the rated output power).

The impact of the output power on the EMI noise has been analyzed in the course of
further circuit simulations. The simulation considers typical values of the parasitic loop
inductances (40 nH± 20%) in the three commutations loops of the 2LB6 PFC rectifier to
model their impact on the EMI noise. Reverse recovery effects have been disregarded, as
these are comparably low in case of SiC MOSFETs [48]. The hardware is realized such
that the EMI filter components that are closest to the mains (and, thus, most sensitive
to induced voltages) are placed as far away from the switching stage as possible. With
this, the implications of voltages induced by the HF magnetic fields generated by the
commutation loops on the filtered EMI noise are negligible. As a result, the impact of
nonlinear filter inductances on the EMI performance remains. The simulation results
presented in Figure 11 consider boost inductors that feature the inductance characteristic,
L1(i), which results for the employed powder cores, cf., Table 4. This figure reveals a
slight increase of the DM noise (by less than 2 dB) and a negligible change of the CM noise.
Accordingly, only a minor impact of the load current on the EMI performance is expected
as, e.g., also shown in Figure 9 in [51]. Overall, this section provides a proof of concept, i.e.,
the effective attenuation of the generated noise of the proposed topology for same output
power in case of 3-phase and 1-phase operation.

5.1. 3-Phase Operation

Figure 12 shows measured waveforms of vab and the three-phasecurrents of the
converter during 3-phase rectifier operation, at an output power of 4.5 kW and for an rms
line-to-neutral voltage of 230 V. The rms current per phase is 6.5 A with a Total Harmonic
Distortion (THD) of 3.2 %. The waveforms are recorded using the HDO6104 oscilloscope
from Teledyne Lecroy. The EMI measurement result for the same operating condition is
shown in Figure 13. According to this result, the converter successfully complies with the
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CISPR 11 Class B QP regulations. Furthermore, Figure 13 reveals that the measured EMI
noise decreases with approximately −20 dB/dec for increasing frequency.

A direct comparison to the simulated results depicted in Figure 5 reveals increased EMI
noise also in the lower frequency range, i.e., for frequencies close to 288 kHz. Furthermore,
a steeper decrease would be expected. However, according to Figure 8, the self-parasitics
of the components, couplings between components, and the interconnections on the PCB
decrease the DM and CM attenuations of the EMI filter. In case of the DM characteristic,
deviations are already found at frequencies close to 200 kHz, due to the already very high
attenuation of 100 dB. In the course of a deeper analysis, the EMI noise envelope has
been estimated based on a combination of circuit simulations and measured attenuation
characteristics; the gray curve in Figure 13 presents the obtained results. For this, the
unfiltered QP EMI noise spectra generated at the switch-nodes (DM and CM) have been
estimated with a circuit simulation. Each spectrum is multiplied with the corresponding,
i.e., DM or CM, measured filter characteristic, to obtain the DM and CM spectra at the
LISNs. Finally, the absolute values of the DM and CM voltage components at the LISN
have been added, which estimates the result of the least desirable superposition of the two
voltage components (this simplified approach neglects the conversion of DM components
into CM components and vice versa). The estimated envelope of the EMI noise confirms the
measured increase of the EMI noise, which is found to be mainly related to the deviations
between the ideal and the measured attenuation characteristic of the DM part of the EMI
filter, that are present for frequencies as low as 200 kHz, cf. Section 4.4.

ia

vab

ic ib

Figure 12. Ac waveforms of the three input currents, ia, ib, ic, and line-to-line voltage, vab, in 3-phase
operation at 4.5 kW/230 V/50 Hz. The measurement is acquired using the HDO6104 oscilloscope
from Teledyne Lecroy [52].
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Meas. EMI noise
Calc. EMI noise (envelope)

Figure 13. EMI measurement for 3-phase operation at 4.5 kW/230 V/50 Hz (cf. Figure 12). The
measured noise reveals compliance with the CISPR 11 Class B QP limits. For the measurement a Peak
detector is employed that, potentially, overestimates the measured noise compared to a QP detector,
nevertheless, is faster. The employed equipment is three ENV216 single-phase Line Impedance
Stabilization Networks (LISN) from Rohde & Schwarz (one per phase) and an ESPI Test Receiver from
the same manufacturer.

5.2. 1-Phase Operation

Figure 14 depicts the boost inductor currents of the three phases, together with the
switch-node voltage of phase a, during 1-phase operation at 4.5 kW. The magnified view of
ten switching periods highlights the interleaved operation of the three currents and the
balanced sharing of the LF component of the grid current. The measured total input current
(rms value of 18.8 A) and the phase voltage (rms value of 240 V) are shown in Figure 15.
(For the experiment an ac frequency of 50 Hz, instead of 60 Hz, is considered, to allow for a
direct comparison of the waveforms obtained for 3-phase and 1-phase operation). Around
the zero-crossings, a LF ringing can be observed in the current, which is attributed to the
transition between Continuous Conduction Mode (CCM) and Discontinuous Conduction
Mode (DCM). The resulting THD of the current is 6.9 %, which is a typical value for a totem
pole configuration at 20% partial load operation [13,53,54] (a reduction of the THD can be
achieved with the concepts proposed in [55,56]). Furthermore, new EV charger designs
typically require bidirectional operation; in that case, the LF bridge-leg is actively operated,
which resolves the aforementioned issue.

In Figure 16, the measured EMI noise of the 1-phase operation is shown. Due to the
interleaved modulation of the three phases, only multiples of three times the switching
frequency are seen, e.g., 6 fs, 9 fs. In comparison to the simulated EMI spectra depicted
in Figure 5 and Figure 11, a steeper decrease of the EMI noise would be expected. In
order to provide further verification, the envelope of the QP EMI noise has been estimated
for 1-phase operation using the same procedure that has been applied for 3-phase opera-
tion (gray curve in Figure 16). The estimated envelope predicts similar emissions of the
conducted EMI noise up to 3 MHz and reveals that the characteristic of the EMI noise at
frequencies below 3 MHz is mainly defined by the characteristic of the DM attenuation
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of the EMI filter. Compared to the 3-phase operation, the 1-phase operation leads to an
increased noise floor, which originates from the displacement currents in the parasitic
capacitances between the plus and minus nodes of the dc-link and PE that are due to the
dc-side voltage step at every zero-crossing of the mains current, cf. Section 2 and Figure 3.
Finally, at 17.8 MHz, a noise peak can be observed that exceeds the limits by 3 dB. At
these frequencies, the generated noise is typically linked to CM disturbances. However,
corresponding hardware improvements, to ensure compliance in this very high frequency
range, would only be reasonable for a final system with a final enclosure.

iLa iLciLb

vAO

Figure 14. Waveforms of the boost inductor currents, iLa, iLb, iLc, and the switch-node voltage of
phase a, vAO, of the three phases in 1-phase operation at 4.5 kW/240 V/50 Hz. The measurement is
acquired using the HDO6104 oscilloscope from Teledyne Lecroy [52]. The top part of the figure depicts
the envelopes of iLa, iLb, iLc, and vAO. The marked (brightened) narrow time interval in the middle
of the top part refers to the magnified presentation of the waveforms given in the bottom part of
this figure.

iac

vac

Figure 15. Waveforms of input current, iac, and the grid voltage, vac, in 1-phase operation at
4.5 kW/240 V/50 Hz. The measurement is acquired using the HDO6104 oscilloscope from Teledyne
Lecroy [52].
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Meas. EMI noise
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Figure 16. EMI measurement for 1-phase operation at 4.5 kW/240 V/50 Hz (cf. Figure 15). The
measured noise reveals compliance with the CISPR 11 Class B QP limits. For the measurement a Peak
detector is employed that, potentially, overestimates the measured noise compared to a QP detector,
nevertheless, is faster. The employed equipment is three ENV216 single-phase Line Impedance
Stabilization Networks (LISN) from Rohde & Schwarz (one per phase) and an ESPI Test Receiver from
the same manufacturer.

6. Conclusions

The proposed universal 3-phase/1-phase front-end ac/dc converter of a 22 kW EV
charger facilitates fast charging in countries providing 3-phase 400 V/ 32 A or 1-phase
240 V/ 80 A mains connections. This is expected to enable a more economic production
of EV chargers both for on-board and off-board (charging stations) applications for both
geographical regions.

For a 3-phase two-level six-switch (2LB6) converter topology, this is achieved with
a modified power stage that provides a return path for the current in case of 1-phase
operation, through a dedicated return conductor and a diode bridge-leg, and a novel EMI
filter structure that features 4-phase Common Mode (CM) chokes, which do not saturate in
case of 3-phase or 1-phase operation. The proposed modifications can be directly applied
to multilevel 3-phase rectifier topologies that do not require a connection to the dc-link
midpoint (e.g., flying capacitor converters). The extension to a three-level T-type converter
is outlined in Appendix C.

The stresses of the main power components (semiconductors, boost inductor, and dc-
link capacitors) are analyzed for the 2LB6 topology for 3-phase and 1-phase operation, and
based on the results, a design guideline of the power stage is presented. Furthermore, the
conducted EMI noise is analyzed and the efficacies of the filter components are discussed
for both operating modes, which enables the compilation of a guideline for the design of
the EMI filter.

The discussed solution is validated with circuit simulations and a prototype is de-
signed based on common practical considerations for an output power of 22 kW (3-phase
operation) and 19 kW (1-phase operation). The boxed volume of the realized prototype
is 3.4 dm3. Due to the current limitations of the employed LISNs, EMI measurements are
conducted at a reduced output power of 4.5 kW, which is justified by the fact that the
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characteristic of the noise source is mainly defined by the dc-link voltage level and the
modulation index, and not the processed current. The measurement results confirm the
findings of this work, i.e., the EMI filter complies with CISPR 11 Class B QP regulations
under 3-phase and 1-phase operation.

The versatility of the proposed solution comes at an increase of the converter volume
from 2.7 dm3 to 3.4 dm3, mostly due to the additional capacitance of the dc-link (plus
0.5 dm3), but also due to the losses of the diode bridge-leg, thus, a slightly larger cooling
system and the increased volume of the EMI filter. In return, the proposed solution features
low complexity and the modifications are of low cost.
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Appendix A. Asymmetric Construction of the 4-Phase CM Choke: Implications on
Stray Inductance

In order to assess the asymmetry of the construction of the CM choke depicted in
Figure 4a, 2D Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations of both constructions are conducted
using COMSOL Multiphysics software for the example of Lcm3, i.e., 6 turns per phase on
three stacked nanocrystalline cores featuring a relative permeability of µr = 9 000; outer
and inner diameters of 48.4 mm and 23.9 mm, respectively; and a total height of 36.6 mm.
Six different inductances are examined:

1. Three inductances of phase a:

(a) For phase b being shorted: Lσ,a|vb=0
(b) For phase c being shorted: Lσ,a|vc=0
(c) For phases b and c being shorted: Lσ,a|vb=vc=0

2. Three inductances of phase b for separate and simultaneous short-circuits across
phases a and c: Lσ,b|va=0, Lσ,b|vc=0, and Lσ,b|va=vc=0.

Table A1 lists the computed results for a frequency of 192 kHz (this value refers to the
EMI noise harmonic with the lowest frequency that is subject to EMI limitations in case of
the investigated system) and Figure A1a,b shows the simulated magnetic field strengths.
In case of complete symmetry,

Lσ,a|vb=0 = Lσ,a|vc=0 = Lσ,b|va=0 = Lσ,b|vc=0 = 2Lσ (A1)

and

Lσ,a|vb=vc=0 = Lσ,b|va=vc=0 = 1.5Lσ (A2)

apply. According to the simulation results listed in Table A1, (A1) and (A2) hold true for
the symmetric construction of Figure 4b, whereas the asymmetric construction of Figure 4a
reveals deviations of up to 30%, which is between Lσ,a|vb=0 and Lσ,a|vc=0.
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(b)(a)

0 1.2H (A/mm) 0 1.2H (A/mm)

Figure A1. 2D FEM simulation of 4-phase CM chokes of the designs depicting the magnetic stray
fields of two different constructions of a 4-phase CM choke obtained with 2D FEM simulations for
the normalized case ia = ib = ic = in/3 = 1 A: (a) asymmetric construction and (b) symmetric
construction shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively.

The simulated results are validated with impedance measurements, using a high-
precision impedance analyzer Agilent 4294A [39]. The measurement results are consistent
with the simulations, with a maximum deviation of 20 %, which is attributed to inaccuracies
of the simplified 2D FEM simulations, due to unmodeled effects. The measured inductances
of the symmetric construction agree with (A1) and (A2), and the measured inductances
of the asymmetric construction are subject to a maximum deviation of 41 %. In view
of typical component tolerances, this deviation is considered to be of minor relevance,
in particular, if dedicated DM filter inductors are connected in series that are reducing
the overall asymmetry. However, the asymmetric construction is subject to an increased
magnetic stray field, cf. Figure A1a. For this reason, additional shielding may be necessary
(even though this was not needed in case of the hardware presented in this work).

Table A1. FEM simulated and measured stray inductances.

Constr. Phase Condition Variable Sim. Meas.

Figure 4a

a
shorted b Lσ,a|vb=0 3.87µH 4.41µH
shorted c Lσ,a|vc=0 5.02µH 6.20µH

shorted b, c Lσ,a|vb=vc=0 3.40µH 4.03µH

b
shorted a Lσ,b|va=0 3.98µH 4.43µH
shorted c Lσ,b|vc=0 3.98µH 4.38µH

shorted a, c Lσ,b|va=vc=0 2.70µH 2.95µH

Figure 4b

a
shorted b Lσ,a|vb=0 4.71µH 5.86µH
shorted c Lσ,a|vc=0 4.71µH 6.01µH

shorted b, c Lσ,a|vb=vc=0 3.53µH 4.52µH

b
shorted a Lσ,b|va=0 4.71µH 6.00µH
shorted c Lσ,b|vc=0 4.71µH 5.80µH

shorted a, c Lσ,b|va=vc=0 3.53µH 4.40µH

Appendix B. Analysis of Power Components’ Stresses

Appendix B.1. 3-Phase Operation

In order to enable the calculation of the currents in the different power components
for 3-phase operation, the duty cycle functions need to be calculated. The latter are directly
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related to the mains phase voltages that are applied to the ac port of the rectifier, which, in
3-phase operation, are given with

v{a,b,c} =
√

2×Vac,rms sin

2π fmt +


0

−120◦

120◦


, (A3)

as shown in Figure A2a for a selected phase-to-neutral voltage, e.g., va. The calculation of
the expressions for the duty cycles is based on two assumptions: First, it is assumed that
the power stage of the rectifier does not generate a LF CM component and, second, that the
voltage drops due to EMI filter and boost inductor are negligible at mains frequency. The
resulting duty cycle, e.g., for phase a, is calculated according to the work in [57] and

d3ph,a(t) = 0.5 + M sin(2π fmt) , M =

√
2Vac,rms

Vdc
, (A4)

results, which is shown in Figure A2b (M is the modulation index). According to Table 1
and (A4), the duty cycles utilize the range between 13 % and 87%.

Note that (A4) neglects the fact that the input current controller of the PFC rectifier
needs to modify the duty cycle of each half-bridge in order to generate a fundamental
inductor voltage drop and/or to achieve that every phase current is proportional to the
corresponding phase-to-neutral voltage, e.g.,

ia(t) =
√

2Iph,rms sin(2π fmt) (A5)

in case of phase a. Thus, the presented design is limited to fs � fm where this impact on
the duty cycle function is negligible. Expressions (A4) and (A5) serve as the basis for the
computation of the component stresses, e.g., the rms currents in the semiconductors.
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Figure A2. (a) Phase-to-neutral voltage (black line) and phase current (gray line) of a selected phase,
e.g., phase a, for 3-phase operation. (b) Change of duty cycle over time for three different operating
modes: 3-phase operation (solid black line), 1-phase operation and Vdc = 750 V (dashed line), 1-phase
operation and Vdc = 375 V (solid gray line).

Appendix B.1.1. Semiconductors

The shown expressions for the semiconductor losses are based on the assumptions
that the current ripple in the boost inductor can be neglected and that the rms currents in
all phases are equal. In case of 3-phase operation, the dc-side unfolder bridge-leg is unused
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and only the MOSFETs generate conduction and switching losses. The total conduction
losses of all six MOSFETs over a mains period can be calculated with

PM,c = 3I2
ph,rms R′ds,on , R′ds,on =

Rds,on

NM
. (A6)

In (A6), R′ds,on denotes the on-state resistance per switch, i.e., for NM parallel devices.
Equation (A6) yields the conduction losses of the MOSFETs in case of 3-phase and 1-phase
operation, as either the low-side or the high-side MOSFET of each bridge conducts the
current of the connected boost inductor.

The local switching losses, i.e., the switching losses during one switching period, are
calculated based on a second-order polynomial approximation [58],

eM,sw(t) = kAchip

ksw,0 + ksw,1
ia(t)
kAchip

+ ksw,2

(
ia(t)
kAchip

)2
 , (A7)

where kAchip refers to the ratio of the chip areas of the employed device and the device for
which the switching losses have been measured for; kAchip is approximated by the inverse
ratio of the corresponding on-state resistances,

kAchip =
R∗ds,on
Rds,on

NM

. (A8)

There, R∗ds,on denotes the nominal on-state resistance of the device whose switching
losses are known. (In the presented case, this is the C2M0025120D device (Wolfspeed/Cree).
The measured device features R∗ds,on = 25 mΩ and employs a 3-pin TO-247 package. It is
of the same generation as the device employed in this work. The switching losses shown
in [59] are used in this work). The total switching losses can be approximately calculated
from the average energy dissipated within a mains period, Tm = f−1

m .

PM,sw = fmEM,sw, EM,sw =
1

Tm

Tm∫
0

eM,sw(t)dt. (A9)

The evaluation of (A9) leads to the final expression for the switching losses,

PM,sw = 3 fskAchip

ksw,0 + ksw,1
Iph,avg

kAchip

+ ksw,2

(
Iph,rms

kAchip

)2
 , (A10)

which are calculated with the average absolute value,

Iph,avg = Iph,rms
2
√

2
π

, (A11)

and the rms value of the current in each phase.

Appendix B.1.2. Boost Inductor

The first step of the design of the boost inductor is the selection of a suitable core. Based
on this, the number of turns, N; the wire diameter, dw; and the losses can be calculated in a
second step.

For defined values of inductance, L1; peak flux density in the core, Bpk; maximum
rms current density in the conductor, Jrms; and fill factor, kf, a suitable core can be found
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based on the area product, which refers to the minimum required value of the product of
core cross section, Ac, and core window area, Aw [60], of a core,

(Ac Aw)min =
L1 Iph,pk

Bpk

Iph,rms

kf Jrms
. (A12)

However, besides the above mentioned values and Iph,rms, also the peak current, Iph,pk,
is needed to evaluate (A12). A respective derivation reveals

Iph,pk =


fsL1 I2

ph,rms

M2Vdc
+

Vdc
8 fsL1

∀ L1 < Llim3p,

√
2Iph,rms +

(1− 4M2)Vdc
8 fsL1

∀ L1 ≥ Llim3p,
(A13)

Llim3p =
1
fs

M2Vdc√
2Iph,rms

, (A14)

which takes into account that, due to the inductor current ripple, the peak of the total
current and the peak of the LF mains current do not necessarily occur at the same time.
With known values of Ac and Aw, the number of turns and the diameter of the conductor
can be calculated,

N =

⌈
L1 Iph,pk

AcBpk

⌉
, dw =

√
4
π

kf Aw

N
. (A15)

Subsequently, the losses can be calculated. This calculation considers three main loss
components: LF and HF conduction losses and HF core losses:

PL1 = 3(PCu,LF + PCu,HF + Pcore) . (A16)

LF copper losses

The LF copper losses of each boost inductor are calculated with

PCu,LF = I2
ph,rmsRL1,dc , RL1,dc =

Nlavg

σkf
Aw
N

, (A17)

which assumes that the LF rms inductor current and the input rms current of the converter
are equal (lavg is the average turn length and σ the conductivity).

HF copper losses

The calculation of the HF copper losses,

PCu,HF = I2
Lph,rms,HFRL1,ac , (A18)

assumes that all spectral HF current components are concentrated at the switching fre-
quency, i.e., RL1,ac is the ac resistance of the inductor at the switching frequency and
ILph,rms,HF is the rms value of all HF components of the inductor current. ILph,rms,HF is cal-
culated by averaging the square of the time-dependent local HF rms current, iLph,rms,HF(t),
over one mains period. The local HF rms current refers to the HF rms current during one
switching period and is calculated with the local HF peak current,

iLph,rms,HF(t) =
iLph,pk,HF(t)√

3
, iLph,pk,HF(t) =

1
2

Vdc(1− d)
L1

d
fs

, (A19)
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which can be calculated in a straightforward manner, as the first filter stage does not feature
a CM choke and because the capacitors of the first filter stage are connected to the midpoint,
O. Based on (A19), an overall HF rms inductor current of

ILph,rms,HF =
1

2
√

3
Vdc
fsL1

√
0.0625− 0.25M2 + 0.375M4 (A20)

results.
The ac resistance is calculated according to the work in [61],

RL1,ac = 2
(

Fr + H2
w,normGr

)
RL1,dc , (A21)

where Fr and Gr refer to the scaling factors due to skin and proximity effects; (The presented
factors correspond to values compatible with the peak value of the current. For rms currents,
an additional factor of 2 is needed). Hw,norm denotes the magnetic field that leads to the
proximity effect and is normalized with respect to the inductor current. For dw ≥ 32

1
3 δ [61]

(δ is the skin depth),

Fr =
dw

8δ
, Gr =

π2d3
w

4δ
, δ =

1√
µr,Cuµ0 fsσπ

(A22)

apply, which, for the considered solid copper wire, is fulfilled at fs = 48 kHz (δ = 0.35 mm).
The value of Hw,norm is calculated under the assumption of a distributed air gap on the
outer and the inner core limbs (approximation for powder core). With this,

Hw,norm =
N

2
√

3hw
(A23)

results.

HF magnetic core losses

The core losses are calculated based on the assumption of a sinusoidal (instead of
triangular) shape of the magnetic flux density with same peak value, Bpk. Accordingly, the
local core losses can be calculated with the Steinmetz Equation,

pcore(t) = VckSE f α
s

(
Bpk(t)

)β
, Bpk(t) =

L1iLph,pk,HF(t)
NAc

, (A24)

which is slightly overestimating the core losses that result for triangular currents [62,63].
Due to the raise of the flux density to the power of β, the average core losses are calculated
by means of numerical integration,

Pcore =
2

Tm

∫ Tm
2

0
pcore(t)dt . (A25)

Appendix B.2. 1-Phase Operation

Similar to 3-phase operation, the function of the duty cycle needs to be determined
before the currents in the different power components can be calculated. According to
Figure 3, the mains voltage

vac =
√

2× 240 V sin(2π fmt), (A26)
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is equal to the local average of the voltage between each switch-node (Figure 3A–C) and
either the minus terminal of the dc-link, m, if D2 conducts (iac > 0) or the plus terminal, p,
if D1 conducts (iac < 0). The resulting duty cycle for 1-phase operation is equal to

d1ph(t) =

{
M sin(2π fmt), 2π fmt ∈ [0, π),

1 + M sin(2π fmt), 2π fmt ∈ [π, 2π).
(A27)

Appendix B.2.1. Semiconductors and Boost Inductor

The calculation of the MOSFETs’ conduction and switching losses and the losses in
the boost inductor is identical to Appendix B.1, however, different expressions apply to
Iph,pk and ILph,rms,HF,

Iph,pk =



(
2
√

2Iph,rms fsL1 + MVdc

)2

8 fsL1 M2Vdc
∀ L1 < Llim1p,

√
2Iph,rms +

(M−M2)Vdc
2 fsL1

∀ L1 ≥ Llim1p,

(A28)

Llim1p =
1
fs

(2M2 −M)Vdc

2
√

2Iph,rms
. (A29)

ILph,rms,HF =
1

12
√

2π
VdcM
fsL1

√
12π+ M(−64 + 9Mπ) , (A30)

which are derived for the duty cycle function d1ph(t), instead of d3ph(t). In addition, the
diode bridge-leg generates conduction losses, i.e.,

PD,c = (3Iph,rms)
2 r′d + 3Iph,avgVf , (A31)

where Vf denotes the current independent forward voltage drop of each diode and r′d refers
to the total differential resistance of ND diodes that are operated in parallel,

r′d =
rd
ND

. (A32)

Appendix B.2.2. Electrolytic Capacitors of the Dc-Link

The computation of the losses in the electrolytic dc-link capacitors only takes the LF
component of the capacitor current into consideration, as ceramic capacitors are located
close to the power semiconductors and effectively keep the HF current components away
from the electrolytic capacitors. Commonly available electrolytic capacitors cannot provide
operating voltages of 750 V. Accordingly, the dc-link employs NC parallel branches of
electrolytic capacitors where each branch contains two capacitors that are connected in
series. Furthermore, the calculation of the capacitor losses is based on the assumption that
each capacitor has the same Equivalent Series Resistance, ESRC. With this, the losses of all
electrolytic capacitors are

PCdc = I2
Cdc,rms

2ESRC
NC

, ICdc,rms =
1√
2

Pnom

Vdc
. (A33)

Appendix B.3. 1-Phase Operation at Half Dc-Link Voltage

In case of 1-phase operation of the PFC rectifier shown in Figure 2, the dc-link voltage
can be reduced, which expectedly leads to lower core losses in the boost inductors and
lower switching losses. The reduction of Vdc is possible due to the diode bridge-leg that
acts as PFC unfolder circuit, such that the full dc-link voltage can be utilized to follow
the mains voltage during half a mains period [64] (in comparison, the discussed 3-phase
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PFC rectifier can only utilize half of Vdc to follow the mains voltage during half a mains
period, as the dc-link voltage midpoint serves as virtual reference point for the ac voltage
formation). However, the reduction of the dc-link voltage from Vdc = 750 V to, e.g., half
of this value, imposes the same voltage change to the input of a directly series connected
power converter. Figure A3 depicts a solution that prevents supplied converters from
being subject to a wide input voltage range. The additional relay circuitry connects the two
capacitor banks of the dc-link and two isolated dc/dc converters either in series (3-phase
operation) or in parallel (1-phase operation). With this, the same input voltages are applied
to the dc/dc converters and the same LF rms currents are achieved in the two dc-link
capacitors, Cdc, in case of full and half dc-link voltage, Vdc = 750 V and Vdc = 375 V,
respectively.

The losses of the main power components for 1-phase operation at half dc-link voltage
can be calculated with the equations of Appendix B.2. Table A2 lists the results for 1-phase
operation at half and full dc-link voltage, which reveal a substantial reduction of the
switching losses and the losses in the boost inductor (due to reduced HF conduction and
core losses). This leads to total losses of 226 W, i.e., less than for 3-phase operation, where
total losses of 294 W result, cf. Section 3.2.

Table A2. Losses in 1-phase operation at half and full dc-link voltage.

Vdc PM,c PM,sw PD,c PL1,Cu,LF PL1,Cu,HF PL1,core PCdc

375 V 66 W 38 W 72 W 5.6 W 0.6 W 5.3 W 15 W
750 V 66 W 101 W 72 W 5.6 W 2.9 W 22.1 W 15 W

O

DC

DC

DC

DC
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Β

C

Ccm0
O′

Cdc

Cdc

EMI
Filtervac

+

−

iac

a

b

c

n

S1

S2i

S2ii

−

+

Vdc

Figure A3. Proposed extension of a T-type rectifier, shown for 1-phase operation with Vdc = 375 V. In case of 3-phase
operation, the relay contact S1 is closed and S2{i,ii} change their positions such that the two dc-link capacitors are connected
in series and withstand the full dc-link voltage of 750 V. © 2019 IEEE. Adapted, with permission, from in [12].

Appendix C. Extension to Three-Level Converters with Inherent Utilization of the
Dc Midpoint

A direct extension of converters with inherent utilization of the dc midpoint (e.g.,
T-type converter) by a diode bridge-leg according to Figure 2 would lead to very high
LF rms currents in the dc-link capacitors in case of three-level operation and 1-phase ac
input, because each capacitor of the split dc-link, Cdc, would only be charged every second
mains half period, i.e., in an alternating manner [65]. A practical solution to mitigate this
undesirable property is to change the operating mode of the converter depending on the
type of mains supply:

• Three-level operation for 3-phase mains connection (middle leg enabled, Vdc = 750 V).
• Two-level operation for 1-phase ac input (middle leg disabled, Vdc = 375 V).

In this regard, the dc-link voltage is reduced to 375 V during 1-phase operation in order
to achieve similar cores losses (and ripple currents) in the PFC inductors and similar
switching losses in both operating modes listed above. The circuit shown in Figure A3,
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which realizes the modifications listed below, can be used to achieve constant input voltages
for series-connected dc/dc converters:

• A relay circuit for series/parallel reconfiguration of the dc-link capacitors and the
subsequent dc/dc converters is provided.

• The middle power switches of the T-type converter are connected to the switch-node
of the diode rectifier, O’, as the electrical potential of O’ is always defined (the node O
is floating during 1-phase operation).

With this circuit, the input voltages of the dc/dc converters are equal to 375 V, independent
of whether 3-phase or 1-phase operation applies. Furthermore, the LF rms current in each
capacitor of the dc-link in 1-phase operation is equal to the one of the 2LB6 converter
operating in 1-phase mode (cf. Figure 2).
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